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Abstract—This paper presents a new methodology to solve
the integrated ac-dc security-constrained optimal power flow
(SCOPF) problem for large-scale power systems, with a focus
on the Australian National Electricity Market (NEM). The
proposed SCOPF is based on a decomposition scheme that
significantly reduces the dimensionality of the problem and thus
improves the computational performance. It further supports
a contingency ranking, evaluation, and non-dominated filtering
algorithm, cyclic selection of filtered contingencies, careful choice
of slack variables, and a tailored warm start to the nonlinear
problem. The methodology is validated against the two-stage
mathematical programming model that uses an explicit nonlinear
model of both the base case and the contingency cases, at a
slightly higher cost but significantly faster execution. Moreover,
the NEM power system, is studied addressing different scenarios
including load variations, renewable energy zone integration, and
additional reinforcements like point-to-point and meshed HVDC.
The proposed approaches provides preventive solutions in less
than 5 min thus affirming the model’s effectiveness in real-time
applications and planning studies.

Index Terms—HVDC, converters, security-constrained optimal
power flow, contingency filter, decomposition.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices and sets

c ∈ C Set of converter stations

d ∈ D Set of dc branches

e, f ∈ E Set of dc nodes

g ∈ G Set of generators

g ∈ Gk Set of generators online in contingency k
gi ∈ T g Tuple set of generators on bus i
gi ∈ T g

k Tuple set of generators on bus i in contingency k
i, j ∈ N Set of ac nodes

k ∈ K Set of N-1 contingencies

l ∈ L Set of ac branches

me ∈ T l,dc Tuple set of dc loads in bus i
mi ∈ T l,ac Tuple set of ac loads in bus i
r ∈ R Set of reference nodes

cei ∈ T cv,r Tuple set of converter station c from node e→i
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cie ∈ T cv Tuple set of converter station c from node i→e
def ∈ T dc Tuple set of dc branch d from node e→f
dfe ∈ T dc,r Tuple set of dc branch d from node f→e
lij ∈ T ac Tuple set of ac branch l from node i→j
lji ∈ T ac,r Tuple set of ac branch l from node j→i

Parameters

αg Participation factor of generator g
χdclodf
ee(k) dcLODF matrix entry [e, e(k)]

χdcdf
ie DCDF matrix entry [i, e]

χlodf
ii(k) LODF matrix entry [i, i(k)]

χptdf
ij PTDF matrix entry [i, j]

χlf
i Loss factor at node i

ψ Penalty cost

ρd Number of poles for dc branch d
acv
c , b

cv
c , c

cv
c Converter loss coefficients for ac/dc converter c

bf
c Susceptance of converter station c filter

gd Conductance of dc branch d
P loss Total active power line losses

P out
g,k Active power outage in generator contingency k

Pm, Qm Active and reactive power load m
ypr
c Admittance of converter station c phase reactor

ytf
c Admittance of converter station c transformer

ysh,f
i Fixed shunt admittance at node i
ysh
lij , y

sh
lji Shunt admittances of ac branch l from node i�j

yl Series admittance for ac branch l

Variables and bounds

δθlij , δθlij Voltage angle difference in nodes i→j limits

ϕc Firing angle of converter at station c, ∈ [ϕc, ϕc]
ςg,k Slack variable for generator g power capacity

violation in contingency k, ∈ [ςg, ςg]
ςl,k Slack variable for ac branch l power flow viola-

tion in contingency k, ∈ [ςl,k, ςl,k]
|V cv

c |, θcv
c Voltage at converter node in station c, ∈

[V cv
c , V cv

c ], [θcv
c , θcv

c ]

|V f
c |, θf

c Voltage at filter node in converter station c, ∈
[V f

c , V
f
c ], [θ

f
c, θ

f
c]

|Vi|, θi Voltage at ac node i, ∈ [Vi, Vi], [θi, θi]

Icv,ac
c Converter ac-side current at station c, ∈ [±Icv,ac

c ]

Icv,dc
c Converter dc-side current at station c, ∈ [±Icv,dc

c ]
Pg Active power of generator g, ∈ [Pg, Pg]
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P cv,dc
c Power on dc-side of converter c, ∈ [±P cv,dc

c ]
P dc
def , P

dc
dfe Power flows in dc branch d between nodes e�f ,

∈ [±Pd]
Qg Reactive power of generator g, ∈ [Qg, Qg]

Spr
cie, S

pr
cei Complex power flows in converter station c phase

reactor between nodes i�e, ∈ [±Spr
c ]

Stf
cie, S

tf
cei Complex power flows in converter station c trans-

former between nodes i�e, ∈ [±Stf
c ]

Scv,ac
c Complex ac power of converter c, ∈ [±Scv,ac

c ]
Slij , Slji Complex power flows in ac branch l between

node i�j, ∈ [±Sl]
tlij , θlij Tap setting of ac branch l from node i→j, ∈

[tl, tl], [θl, θl]
V dc
e Voltage at dc node e, ∈ [Ve, Ve]

ysh
i Shunt admittance at node i, ∈ [ysh

i , y
sh
i ]

I. INTRODUCTION

The Australian National Electricity Market (NEM) operates

one of the world’s largest power grids, interconnecting five

states and territories, through both HVAC and HVDC trans-

mission systems [1]. As a large power system, the NEM has

characteristics that may be surprising from the European or

US perspective, for instance, there is no day-ahead electricity

market. Since October 2021, the wholesale electricity spot
market settlement period is 5 min., providing strong price sig-

nals for investment in faster response technologies. The NEM

grid stretches about 5000 km north to south, includes HVDC

interconnectors but lacks phase-shifting transformers, and has

a total length of around 40 000 km of transmission lines and

cables. Such a total is close to Germany’s 35 000 km1, which

supplies more energy to more customers but over a smaller

area. The NEM delivers more than 200 TWh/year to 10.7

million customers. Over recent years, the rollout of distributed

PV and wind has been progressing at a pace of 250 W

per year per capita, surpassing that of the European Union,

the USA, Japan, and China by four to five times [2]. The

generation capacity was about 65 GW in December 2021, at

which time there was 14 GW of distributed PV. By mid 2023,

the cumulative installed PV had risen to almost 32 GW2. Solar

and wind are particularly popular in South Australia, where

the total demand is supplied frequently from these variable

sources only (Fig. 1).

Such changes in generation necessitate a paradigm shift in

the reliability management of the network. The Australian Na-

tional Electricity Rules set the power grid security principles,

requiring the NEM to be operated such that it remains in a

secure operating state following a single credible contingency

event [4]. This requirement highlights the importance of N-1

security-constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) problems in

ensuring the power grid’s reliability and secure operation in

various real-time applications and planning studies.

1https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/EN/Artikel/Energy/
electricity-grids-of-the-future-01.html

2https://pv-map.apvi.org.au/analyses

Fig. 1. South Australia frequently operates for more than 100% of local
demand on renewables. Data: https://opennem.org.au/ [3]

A. Specifying the SCOPF Problem

SCOPF optimally configures and dispatches the power

system in normal conditions (first stage - base case) to prevent

steady-state operating conditions from exceeding emergency

ratings following the occurrence of single credible contingency

events (second stage - contingency cases). Most commonly, the

N-1 SCOPF problem is considered, where N-1 refers to the

failure of a single component at a time.

SCOPF problems pose significant computational challenges

due to the scale, complexity, mathematical characteristics, and

time-bound solution requirements for real-world grids. The

NEM has about 2000 buses interconnected by HVAC and

HVDC components with significant complexity, which neces-

sitates advanced control and coordination strategies to manage

power flows [5]. The computational burden further increases

with a large number of contingencies as each contingency

introduces a similar or even greater number of variables and

constraints as present in the base case problem [6].

In terms of mathematical characteristics, the hybrid ac-

dc power grid’s physics is best represented by a nonlinear

formulation, leading to a challenging non-convex, NP-hard

optimization problem [7], [8]. Moreover, the contingency

case model includes complementarity conditions related to

power output limits for generators and voltage limits for

HVDC converters [9], [10]. These complementarity conditions

introduce additional nonlinearities and certain degeneracies to

the model. Despite these challenges, operators need SCOPF

solutions within stringent time constraints, typically less than

5 minutes, to support various real-time applications.

B. Review of SCOPF Models

The most common modeling approaches for SCOPF include

two-stage mathematical programming problem (TSMP) [11],

network compression [9], distributed optimization [12]–[14],

machine learning [15]–[17], and decomposition [18], [19].

The TSMP uses complete models for both the base and

contingency case optimization stages but the scalability of the

problem remains a challenge for real-world power systems. To

improve the scalability, in [20], contingency cases were lin-

earized, and in [21], binding umbrella constraints in the ‘dc’-

approximation were identified to represent complete models.

However, the problem remains an integrated TSMP problem.

The network compression approach [9] identifies a limited

area for each contingency called the active region. It keeps an
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TABLE I
COMPUTATION AND AC FEASIBILITY IN LARGE-SCALE BENDERS

DECOMPOSITION-BASED SCOPF FORMULATIONS [20]

Formulation Features
Solvable AC Feasible AC Recovery Optimality

NMNS × � × ×
NMLS � � × ×
LMLS � × � �

exact model for the active region and replaces the rest with an

equivalent network. Despite being computationally efficient,

incomplete models can result in sub-optimal solutions and

may violate constraints. In distributed approaches, multi-agent-

based Lagrangian multipliers [12] and alternating direction

method of multipliers [13], [14] were presented that utilize

the linear dc formulation and different relaxations of the real

problem. However, these methods can not be utilized with the

more accurate nonlinear formulation. Recently, some machine

learning approaches were proposed including deep learning

[15], deep reinforcement learning [16], and deep learning with

knowledge graph [17]. However, there remains potential con-

cerns regarding the implementation of these approaches [22].

SCOPF can also be decomposed into a master problem

and several sub-problems, which interact iteratively. The ad-

vantages are that both master and sub-problems can be kept

tractable, similar to optimizing a system only in a base or

contingency case allowing distributed processing. Decomposi-

tion techniques such as Benders decomposition [18] or column

and constraint generation [19] have been extensively applied to

many industrial applications. However, it requires convexity of

the feasible region, which cannot be guaranteed by a nonlinear

formulation. Despite these challenges, an approach addressing

nonlinear sub-problems was presented in [23]. However, it

does not scale well and the optimality can not be guaranteed.

In [20], several SCOPF formulations are implemented using

Benders decomposition, which include nonlinear master with

non-linear sub-problem (NMNS), nonlinear master with linear

sub-problem (NMLS), and linear master with linear sub-

problem (LMLS) formulations and the trade-off between AC

feasibility and computational efficiency is determined (Table

I). The detailed analysis highlights that the NMLS model

is both solvable and AC feasible, without necessitating an

AC recovery solve in each iteration. This is because the

master problem has the complete set of non-convex, non-

linear constraints. The nonlinear formulations may not always

yield globally optimal solutions due to the non-convex nature

however, the optimal solutions obtained from LMLS model

after AC recovery solve may also result in sub-optimality.

Taking the benefit out of this research, several studies have

utilised hybrid SCOPF models [9], [23].

C. Scope and Contributions

To address these limitations, this paper develops a decom-

position scheme for the preventive SCOPF problem, with

an emphasis on computational and practical aspects. Our

unique decomposition approach distinguishes itself from prior

methods [18], [19], [23]. In the master problem, a nonlinear

formulation is considered for an integrated ac-dc power system

that accounts for valid constraints for each contingency case.

In the proposed decomposition scheme, only the optimization

problem that is solved is the master problem with additional

cutting planes and generator response constraints. The sub-

problems are replaced by a (fast) nonlinear ac-dc power flow
solver [24] to perform the feasibility checks and the cutting

planes are added based on pre-processed structures such as

power transfer distribution factors (PTDFs), line outage distri-

bution factors (LODFs), dc distribution factors (DCDFs), and

dc grid LODFs (dcLODFs). Based on feasibility checks, these

factors are transformed into constraints (cutting planes that

differ from Benders’ cuts), which are added to master problem.

These cutting planes represent the network for contingency

cases.

Furthermore, our approach involves efficient contingency

filtering, cyclic selection of filtered contingencies, careful

choice of slack variables, and a tailored warm start to the

nonlinear problem, which further improves the computation.

The two prominent categories are severity index (SI) [25]–[27]

and non-dominated contingency (NDC) based filters [28], [29].

The SI filter ranks contingencies using a SI calculated on a

contingency-case power flow and selects those yielding a SI

above a threshold. It requires tuning of thresholds and the size

of the filtered subset. Thus the NDC filter is implemented,

which selects a single contingency or a group as a minimal

subset containing for each constraint a contingency that leads

to the largest violation filtering out the dominated contingen-

cies. Summarizing, the main contributions of this work are:

• The development of a new SCOPF model for real-

world ac-dc grids combining a decomposition scheme,

contingency ranking, evaluation, and non-dominated fil-

tering algorithm, cyclic selection of filtered contingencies,

careful choice of slack variables, and a tailored warm start

to the nonlinear problem.

• Implementation of the proposed SCOPF methodology on

the synthetic Australian NEM ac-dc power system in real-

world scenarios.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II details the

proposed SCOPF methodology and Section III, provides the

mathematical formulation of the the proposed nonlinear ac-

dc grid SCOPF model. Sections IV and V provide numerical

experiments and conclusions.

II. PROPOSED SCOPF METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the first

phase, a nonlinear ac-dc grid OPF problem (master problem

with an empty contingency set) is solved to determine a base

case operating point. Based on this operating point, Algo-

rithm 1 ranks, evaluates, and filters non-dominated contingen-

cies from the given contingency set. In the second phase, the

NLP ac-dc SCOPF master problem is solved iteratively using

the base-case operating point as a warm start to determine a

secure operating point. Here the most severe contingencies are

selected and the corresponding cutting planes are calculated
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Fig. 2. Proposed workflow for the SCOPF in the Australian NEM ac-dc grid.

and added to the master problem during each iteration, inspired

by the Benders decomposition.

A standard Benders decomposition requires a master prob-

lem that models system operation in the pre-contingency state

and a sub-problem for each contingency stage. As large ac-

dc grids may have several 1000s of lines and transformers,

it takes a prohibitive amount of time just to implement the

standard Benders decomposition algorithm. Therefore, the

standard sub-problem is replaced by a nonlinear ac-dc power
flow solver [24] to perform feasibility checks, and the proposed

decomposition scheme explicitly identifies and includes only

the cutting planes for the transmission lines and transformers

whose capacities are violated. This strategic relaxation of

the non-binding constraints (see section III-C) speeds up the

process of obtaining a feasible solution. Note that these cutting

planes are derived based on DC power flow assumptions.

III. AC-DC GRID SCOPF MODEL

A. Master problem

The master problem models the system operation in the

pre-contingency state. The model includes a nonlinear static

ac grid, the HVDC converter station supporting both voltage-

source converter (VSC) and line-commutated converter (LCC)

technologies, and the dc grid as shown in Fig. 3. The objective

function is formulated as,

min f(Pg) +
∑

k∈Kg
ψ ςg,k +

∑
k∈Kb

ψ ςlij,k

+
∑

k∈Kc
ψ ςlij,k. (1)

Fig. 3. The Overview of parameters and variables in converter station model.

Here, (1) minimizes the operation cost, where the generator

cost function f(Pg) supports both polynomial and piecewise

linear cost functions and all slack violations ςlij,k, ςg,k, regard-

less of their type, conform to same significantly higher penalty

cost ψ. The constraints are defined as follows.

Slij =
(
yl + yshlij

)∗ |Vi|2
|tlij |2

− y∗l
ViV

∗
j

tlij
, ∀lij ∈ T ac (2)

Slji =
(
yl + yshlji

)∗ |Vj |2 − y∗l
V ∗
i Vj

t∗lij
, ∀lji ∈ T ac,r (3)

δθlij ≤ ∠(ViV
∗
j ) ≤ δθlij , ∀lij ∈ T ac (4)

|Slij | ≤ Sl, ∀lij ∈ T ac ∪ T ac,r (5)

|Slij | ≤ |Vi|Ilij , ∀lij ∈ T ac ∪ T ac,r (6)

∠Vr = 0, ∀r ∈ R. (7)

Stf
cie = ytf∗

c

|Vi|2
t2c

− ytf∗
c

ViV
f∗
c

tc
, ∀cie ∈ T cv (8)

Stf
cei = ytf∗

c |V f
c |2 − ytf∗

c

V ∗
i V

f
c

tc
, ∀cie ∈ T cv,r (9)

�(Sf
c) = −bf

c|V f
c |2, ∀cie ∈ T cv (10)

Spr
cie = ypr∗

c |V f
c |2 − ypr∗

c V f
cV

cv∗
c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (11)

Spr
cei = ypr∗

c |V cv
c |2 − ypr∗

c V f*
c V cv

c , ∀cie ∈ T cv,r (12)

Stf
cei + Spr

cie + �(Sf
c) = 0, ∀cie ∈ T cv (13)

|Scv,ac
c | ≤ Scv,ac

c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (14)

|Icv,ac
c | ≤ Icv,ac

c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (15)

|Scv,ac
c | = |V cv

c ||Icv,ac
c |, ∀cie ∈ T cv (16)

P cv,loss
c = acv

c + bcv
c |Icv,ac

c |+ ccv
c |Icv,ac

c |2, ∀cie ∈ T cv (17)

P cv,ac
c + P cv,dc

c = P cv,loss
c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (18)

P cv,dc
c = V dc

e Icv,dc
c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (19)

P cv,ac
c = cosϕcS

cv,ac
c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (20)

Qcv,ac
c = sinϕcS

cv,ac
c , ∀cie ∈ T cv (21)

P dc
def = ρdg

s
dV

dc
e (V dc

e − V dc
f ), ∀def ∈ T dc (22)

P dc
dfe = ρdg

s
dV

dc
f (V dc

f − V dc
e ), ∀dfe ∈ T dc,r (23)
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∑
cie∈T cv

P cv,dc
c +

∑
def∈T dc

P dc
def

=
∑

me∈T l,dc
Pm, ∀e ∈ E (24)

∑
gi∈T g

Pg −
∑

mi∈T l,ac
Pm −�(ysh,f

i + ysh
i )

∗|Vi|2

=
∑

cie∈T cv
P tf
cie +

∑
lij∈T ac

Plij , ∀i ∈ N (25)

∑
gi∈T g

Qg −
∑

mi∈T l,ac
Qm −�(ysh,f

i + ysh
i )

∗|Vi|2

=
∑

cie∈T cv
Qtf

cie +
∑

lij∈T ac
Qlij , ∀i ∈ N (26)

The ac branch complex power flows Slij , Slji, for branch l
connecting nodes i and j, are modeled using complex quan-

tities for node voltage Vi and branch series admittance yl in

(2) and (3). Here yl, yshlij , and yshlji are π-model parameters

and tlij is complex transformation ratio variable. Moreover,

Slij = Plij + jQlij . Here, the bounds on angle difference

∠(ViV
∗
j ) between two nodes i and j are enforced in (4).

Moreover, the thermal limit Slij and current limit Ilij of ac

branch flow are enforced in (5) and (6) respectively. Finally,

the reference node voltage angle ∠Vr is set to zero as in (7).

The dc converter transformer transforms the ac node voltage

Vi to a suitable level V f
c , which is the internal voltage at

the filter node of the converter station c. The complex power

flow Stf
cie, S

tf
cei through the transformer of a converter station

c connecting an ac grid node i with a dc grid node e are

expressed in (8) and (9). Here, Stf
cie is defined as P tf

cie+jQtf
cie.

The reactive power of the filter capacitor with susceptance bf
c

is defined in (10). Next, the complex power flow Spr
cie, S

pr
cei

through the phase reactor with admittance yprc is expressed in

(11) and (12). Ultimately, the balance between the converter

transformer, phase reactor, and filter is expressed in (13).

The converter ac-side apparent power and current limits are

enforced in (14) and (15), respectively. The converter’s ac-side

complex power Scv,ac
c is defined as P cv,ac

c + jQcv,ac
c . Moreover,

the converter’s ac-side apparent power and losses are defined

in (16) and (17). The ac- and dc-sides are linked by the losses

as in (18), whereas, the converter dc-side power is defined

in (19). Finally, the predetermined relationship between the

active and reactive power of LCC converters is outlined in

(20) and (21), respectively.

The dc grid power flows P dc
def , P dc

dfe are divided by the

number of poles ρd, e.g. two. For monopolar dc configurations,

the entire flow goes through a single conductor, thus ρd = 1.

Based on the bus injection model of a dc line d connecting

nodes e and f , the power flow on the dc line with conductance

gs
d and the nodal voltages V dc

e and V dc
e are expressed in (22)

and (23). Finally, the dc grid nodal power balance at a node e
is enforced in (24) and the ac nodal real and imaginary power

balance at a node i is enforced in (25) and (26).

B. Sub-Problem Contingency Case

The sub-problems assess the feasibility for each contin-

gency, to ensure that the master problem satisfies all oper-

ational constraints. To perform the feasibility check, slack

variables ςSlij,k are introduced for the operational constraints,

and the following optimization problem is solved for each

contingency k:

Φ = min
∑

k∈K
ςSlij,k. (27)

Plij,k =
∑

j∈N
χptdf
ij

(∑
gj∈T g

k

Pg,k −
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k

−�(ysh,f
j + ysh

lij)|V̂j |2 − χlf
jP

loss
)
+
∑

e∈E
χdcdf
ie P tf

cie,k,

∀lij ∈ T ac, (28)

Plji,k =
∑

j∈N
χptdf
ij

(∑
gj∈T g

Pg,k −
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k

−�(ysh,f
j + ysh

lji)|V̂j |2 − χlf
jP

loss
)
+
∑

e∈E
χdcdf
ie P tf

cei,k,

∀lji ∈ T ac,r, (29)

−Sl − ςSlij,k ≥ Plij ≤ Sl + ςSlij,k, ∀lij ∈ T ac ∪ T ac,r, (30)

P tf
cie,k = −�(ytf

c )

tc
(θi,k − θf

c,k), ∀cie ∈ T cv, (31)

P tf
cei,k = −�(ytf

c )

tc
(θf

c,k − θi,k), ∀cie ∈ T cv,r, (32)

P pr
cie,k = −�(ypr

c )(θ
f
c,k − θcv

c,k), ∀cie ∈ T cv, (33)

P pr
cei,k = −�(ypr

c )(θ
cv
c,k − θf

c,k), ∀cie ∈ T cv,r, (34)

P cv,ac
c,k + P cv,dc

c,k = acv
c + bcv

c P
cv,ac
c,k , ∀cie ∈ T cv, (35)

∑
gi∈T g

Pg,k −
∑

mi∈T l,ac
Pm,k −�(ysh,f

i + ysh
lij)|V̂i|2

=
∑

cie∈T cv
P tf
cie,k +

∑
lij∈T ac

Plij,k, ∀i ∈ N , (36)

∑
cie∈T cv

P cv,dc
c,k +

∑
def∈T dc

P dc
def,k

=
∑

me∈T l,dc
Pm,k, ∀i ∈ N , (37)

P g,k = P̂ g : λk, ∀g ∈ G, (38)

P tf
cie,k = P̂

tf

cie : μk, ∀cie ∈ T cv (39)

The objective function in (27) minimizes the line flow

violations captured by the slack variables. The ac grid power

balance is enforced in (36). The ac branch flows are defined in

terms of the PTDF and DCDF matrices χptdf
ij and χdcdf

ie in (28)

and (29) [30]. The ac grid losses are determined using loss

factors χlf
i [31]. The converter station transformer and phase

reactor power flows are defined in (31), (32), (33), and (34).

The converter ac- and dc-sides are linked through losses as

expressed in (35). Here, all the voltage magnitudes in ac as

well as dc networks are assumed as 1 pu, whereas in (36),

(28) and (29) the voltage magnitude |V̂j |2 has the same value

as the base case solution. The converter’s dc-side injections

constitute the dc branch power flows and the dc grid power

balance is enforced in (37). The ac branch flows are relaxed as
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in (30). Moreover, the ac-dc power system bounds of decision

variables are enforced as in the master problem. Generators

active power P̂ g and converter stations ac grid injection P̂
tf

cie

are set to the solutions of the master problem in (38) and

(39) with the corresponding dual variables λk and μk. If sub-

problem’s objective value is non-zero, the master problem’s

solution does not satisfy the constraints, and the Bender’s cuts

Φ+ λk

[
P g,k − P̂ g

]
− μk

[
P tf

cie,k − P̂
tf

cie

]
≤ 0 (40)

are added to the master problem. This process is iterated for all

contingencies, and the corresponding sub-problem is updated

with the new master problem solution in each iteration.

C. Strategic Implementation of Sub-Problems

We replace the sub-problems by a fast nonlinear ac-dc
power flow solver [24] to perform feasibility checks using the

updated starting point from master problem. In case of branch

flow violations, the cutting planes are identified, explicitly

calculated, and added to the master problem corresponding to

each contingency. Note that these cutting planes are derived

based on DC power flow assumptions.

1) AC Branch Contingency: In case of an ac branch con-

tingency, the cutting planes are defined as in (41), where for

contingency states a correction is performed to the power flow

of branch lij by considering the element χlodf
ii(k) of the LODF

matrix and the row i(k) of the PTDF matrix for the outage of

ac branch li(k)j,

− ςlij,k − Slij ≤∑
j∈N

χptdf
ij

(∑
gj∈T g

Pg,k −
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k

−�(ysh,f
j + ysh

lij)|V̂j |2 − χlf
jP

loss
)
+
∑

e∈E
χdcdf
ie P tf

cie,k

+ χlodf
ii(k)

∑
j∈N

χptdf

i(k)j

(∑
gj∈T g

Pg,k −
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k

−�(ysh,f
j + ysh

li(k)j)|V̂j |2 − χlf
jP

loss
)
+
∑

e∈E
χdcdf
i(k)eP

tf
i(k)e,k

≤ Slij + ςlij,k. (41)

2) DC Converter Contingency: For a dc converter contin-

gency, the cutting planes are defined as in (42), where for

contingency states a correction is performed to the power flow

of branch lij via considering the element χdclodf
ie(k) of the dc grid

dcLODF matrix and the row e(k) of the DCDF matrix for the

outage of the dc converter cie(k),

− ςlij,k − Slij ≤∑
j∈N

χptdf
ij

(∑
gj∈T g

Pg,k −
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k

−�(ysh,f
j + ysh

lij)|V̂j |2 − χlf
jP

loss
)
+
∑

e∈E
χdcdf
ie �(Stf

cie,k)

+ χdclodf
ee(k)

∑
e∈E

χdcdf
ie(k)P

tf
cie(k),k ≤ Slij + ςlij,k. (42)

3) Generator Contingency: Some of the generators respond

to the contingencies based on their offline participation factor

αg , while some have fixed output. The responding generator’s

active power injection is,

P cont
g,k = Pg,k + αg

P out
g,k∑

g∈T g
k
αg

, ∀g ∈ T g
k , (43)

Here, non-responding generators’ output remains unchanged

as,

P cont
g,k = Pg,k, ∀g ∈ T g ∩ T g

k , (44)

Additionally, a slack variable is added to account for the

capacity violation of responding generators as,

ςg,k +
∑

g∈T g
k

(Pg − Pg,k) ≥ P out
g,k, ∀g ∈ T g

k , (45)

Finally, the cutting planes responding to a generator contin-

gency are formulated as,

− ςlij,k − Slij ≤
∑

j∈N
χptdf
ij

(∑
gj∈T g

k

P cont
g,k

−
∑

mj∈T l,ac
Pm,k −�(ysh,f

j + ysh
lij)|V̂j |2 − χlf

jP
loss

)

+
∑

e∈E
χdcptdf
ie P tf

cie,k ≤ Slij + ςlij,k. (46)

Note that the slack variables ςlij,k, ςg,k were carefully intro-

duced only for the cutting planes to keep the variables at a

minimum. They are non-zero bounded variables.

D. Contingency Ranking, Evaluation, Filtering

Identifying and evaluating contingencies is a crucial step in

ensuring the reliability and security of a power system. Eval-

uating all contingencies is time-consuming and therefore, we

prioritize the most important ones. The process in Algorithm 1

starts with ranking initial subsets of the contingency set K, that

is Kg , Kb, and Kc (respectively, generator, ac branch, and

converter contingencies), with respect to maximum capacity

loss and impedance of ousted components. The algorithm then

combines this candidate list with the generator, ac branch, and

converter ranking values to create an initial prioritized list of

contingencies.

To evaluate, each contingency is embedded into the input

data set D, and based on the base case solution, the power

flow is solved. The solution is checked for violations and

the respective violation variables ςg,k, ςlij,k, ςcie,k are updated.

The contingency filtering relies on violations indicated by

violation variables. However, selecting contingencies solely

based on their highest violation values can result in redundant

inclusions. This is because addressing constraints linked to

one contingency can indirectly resolve constraints from other

contingencies, i.e. it is dominated by the former contingency.

Therefore, the proposed algorithm filters initially, based on

the SI (constraint violation thresholds εf ), if the violations are

negligible then based on the maximum violation NDC criteria.

In [32], individually NDCs are proposed to identify re-

dundant contingencies based on constraint violations. This

approach enforces the constraints associated with all contin-

gencies that are not individually dominated. This means that

if they are dominated by other contingencies, their constraints
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Algorithm 1 Contingency Ranking, Evaluation, Filtering

Inputs: [D : n → v], [V i,Sg,S
tf
cie], [K].

rank {generator contingencies} by max|Sg|, ∀Kg ⊂ K
rank {branch contingencies} by max|zlij |, ∀Kb ⊂ K
rank {converter contingencies} by max|Scv,ac

cie |, ∀Kc ⊂ K

initialize {violation slacks} ςp
g,k, ς

q
g,k, ς

s
lij,k, ς

cv
cie,k ← 0, ∀k

for k ∈ K, do
update Dk = [D[n → v](x) = ∅, x = k? D(x)]
if T g \ T g

k �= ∅, then
solve acdcpf(Dk,V i,Sg,S

tf
cie) =⇒ sol

check violation(sol) =⇒ ςp
g,k, ς

q
g,k, ς

s
lij,k, ς

cv
cie,k

elseif T ac \ T ac
k �= ∅, then

solve acdcpf(Dk,V i,Sg,S
tf
cie) =⇒ sol

check violation(sol) =⇒ ςp
g,k, ς

q
g,k, ς

s
lij,k, ς

cv
cie,k

elseif T cv \ T cv
k �= ∅, then

solve acdcpf(Dk,V i,Sg,S
tf
cie) =⇒ sol

check violation(sol) =⇒ ςp
g,k, ς

q
g,k, ς

s
lij,k, ς

cv
cie,k

endif
update Dk = D[n → v]

endfor

for k ∈ K, do
if (ςki > εf )||...||(ςkN > εf ), where, ςki =

∑
i ςki

update K̂ ← k, set k ∈ K \ K̂
endif

endfor
for k ∈ K̂, do

if (îk == îj) ∧ (ς̂ki > ς̂ji), where,

ς̂ki = max{ςki}, ς̂ji = max{ςji}, ∀k, j ∈ K̂, then
update K̃ ← k, set k ∈ K̂ \ K̃

endif
endfor
sort contingency set {∀k ∈ K̂} by max{∑N

i ςki}
return: contingency set {∀k ∈ K̂}

can be implicitly satisfied by enforcing constraints associated

with more critical contingencies. This approach, however, is

too conservative. In our algorithm, only the most severely

violated constraint îk with the corresponding violation ς̂ki for

each contingency k is considered, rather than all the constraints

to avoid selection of maximum violation-dominated contingen-

cies.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the comparison of the proposed

SCOPF model with the conventional multi-period TSMP

model on four smaller cases, to serve as a validation of the

proposed methodology. Next, we focus on the application to

the NEM system, which cannot be solved using the TSMP

approach.

A. Data and Computational Setup

The data of the four test cases case5, case24, case67,

case500 used for validation purpose is available at [33].

Fig. 4. Number of iterations versus computation time for preventive solutions.

Furthermore, the synthetic NEM data set is used in this study,

which was initially released as S-NEM2000 [1]. S-NEM2000
has 2000 ac buses, 1324 ac lines, 1418 two-winding trans-

formers, 113 three-winding transformers, 261 generators, 301

shunts, and 1702 loads. Later, HVDC inter-connectors such

as Basslink, Murraylink, and Directlink (Table III) are added

to S-NEM2000 [24]. This includes 6 dc buses, 6 con-

verter stations, and 5 dc transmission lines. This new version

S-NEM2000_acdc is also made publicly available3. In this

study, we consider a total of 3081 ac lines and transformers,

6 converters, and 298 generator contingencies.

The IPOPT solver (v1.2.0) is used to solve the SCOPF

models on a PC with Intel Core i9-11950H with 64 GB of

RAM. The TSMP and the proposed ac-dc SCOPF are available

in the open-source library ‘PowerModelsACDCsecuritycon-

strained.jl’ [1].

B. Comparison of Proposed SCOPF Model with TSMP Model

Four test cases case5, case24, case67, case500 are

solved using the proposed and TSMP models, and the results

are presented in Table II. The percentage gap in the preventive

operation cost between the TSMP and the proposed model is

0.05%, 0.06%, 0.7%, and 0.65% in each case respectively.

The difference between the base case and the preventive

solution indicates the security cost. The security costs from

TSMP and the proposed model are an additional 26.29%,

0%, 0.29%, 17.79% and 26.35%, 0%, 0.98%, 18.56% on top

of the base case operation cost in each case respectively.

The same contingencies are secured by the proposed and

TSMP models. However, for case5, generator 2, and ac

branches 1-3 remain unsecured. Both the generator 2 and

branch 1-3 contingency violate ac branch 1-2 thermal rating

by 0.29 pu and 0.26 pu respectively. This happens because

in both of these contingencies, only branch 1-2 has to carry

the compensation power to either of the ends. For case24
all the contingencies are secure at the base operating point.

Similarly, for case67, ac branches between buses 35-36, 35-

47, 36-38, 44-48, 45-46, 58-61, and converter 9 are unsecured.

3https://github.com/csiro-energy-systems/Synthetic-NEM-2000bus-Data
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TSMP AND PROPOSED AC-DC SCOPF MODELS

Case

TSMP model Proposed Model
N-1 Base Preventive N-1 Time Preventive N-1 Time

contingencies objective objective unsecure w filter w/o filter objective unsecure w filter w/o filter
(k) ($/h) ($/h) (k) (s) (s) ($/h) (k) (s) (s)

case5 2g, 7bac, 3cdc 193.90 244.88 1g, 1bac 9.53217 10.3112 245.007 1g, 1bac 10.9992 10.8575
case24 65g, 77bac, 7cdc 1.54886e5 1.54886e5 - 8.78343 36.4080 1.54886e5 - 3.90513 16.9051
case67 20g, 102bac, 9cdc 1.22877e5 1.23242e5 6bac,1cdc 46.3624 1653.01 124092.0 6bac, 1cdc 9.52787 28.9969
case500 51g, 326bac, 10cdc 27602.4 32513.9 1bac 49.2133 392.327 32725.5 1bac 5.70389 20.5215

Finally, for case500, the ac branch between buses 246 to 247

is unsecured. These unsecured contingencies can be secured

using corrective actions.

The important aspect is the computation time where the

proposed approach solves the SCOPF faster than the TSMP

model. The average computation time versus the number of

iterations for each case with and without NDC filtering, using

the TSMP and proposed model is shown in Fig. 4. As can

be seen, for case24, case67, and case500, the proposed

model substantially decreases the computation time for the

SCOPF problem due to the efficient modeling approach and

NDC filtering method. We note that the TSMP model runs into

a memory limit as the model keeps on growing as the number

of contingencies increases and the solver takes a prohibitive

amount of time to solve the problem.

C. Proposed SCOPF model on S-NEM2000acdc

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed ac-dc SCOPF

model on S-NEM2000acdc, four different scenarios have

been considered: (1) benchmark; (2) high load; (3) minimum

load; and (4) high load, renewable energy zones, and new

point-to-point and meshed HVDC links integration. The results

are shown in Table IV.

• In scenario 1, the security cost is an additional 6.28% to

the base operation cost. The proposed SCOPF eliminated

the line loading violations on ac lines as shown in Fig.

8. However, the violations due to 3 generator and 7 ac

branch contingencies can not be eliminated by the preventive

solution.

• In scenario 2, a higher number of violations are observed

including the Basslink between Victoria and Tasmania (Fig.

9). The preventive solution eliminates these violations ex-

cept for 1 generator, and 6 ac line contingencies allowing

minimal line-loading violations since too many lines have

their limits binding. These minimal violations are captured

by the slack variables in the objective as additional penalties,

which are set at higher values such as 5E5. Therefore, the

preventive solution operation cost is 1978.37 $/h, and the

penalty cost is 16 030.63 $/h. The total violation is 0.032

pu. These violations can be eliminated by corrective actions.

The security cost in scenario 2 is an additional 26.01% to

the base operation cost.

• In scenario 3, fewer violations are observed and the same

contingencies are secured at an additional security cost of

11.73% as in scenario 1.

• In scenario 4, 36 renewable energy zones, 2 point-to-point,

and 3 HVDC links in meshed configuration are added

and the SCOPF is solved at a high load. A large number

of line loading violations are observed as shown in Fig.

10. The proposed model eliminated most of the violations

except for a few ac line loading violations caused by the

2 generator and 22 ac line contingencies. The preventive

solution operation cost is 1564.53 $/h, and the penalty cost is

10790.47 $/h with a total violation of 0.021 pu. The security

cost in this scenario is 12.31 % in addition to base case.

The normalized ac-dc line and generator-converter loadings

in each scenario for the base case and preventive solutions

using the proposed model are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

respectively. The ac-dc voltage magnitude in each scenario

for the base case and preventive solutions is shown in Fig. 7.

The proposed model efficiently solves the ac-dc SCOPF

for the S-NEM2000_acdc within 5 min, which aligns with

the real-time NEM operation window. This enables the use of

SCOPF for real-time applications and extensive planning tasks,

where quick and accurate solutions are crucial. Computation

can be sped up further by paralleling the sub-problems.

TABLE III
HVDC INTERCONNECTORS ADDED TO S-NEM2000

Name
Components

ac buses converter stations dc buses dc lines
(indexes) TF filter reactor (-) (-)

Bass 1004,1507 � × � 2 1
Murray 21,876 � × � 2 3
Direct 734,1919 � × � 2 1

TABLE IV
S-NEM2000ACDC RESULTS USING PROPOSED AC-DC SCOPF MODEL

Scenario
Base Preventive N-1 Iter. Time

objective objective unsecure
x102($/h) x102 ($/h) (k) (-) (s)

1 1026.71 1091.29 3g, 7bac 9 298.154
2 1569.89 1.8009e4 1g, 6bac 11 256.441
3 650.277 726.596 3g, 7bac 8 295.681
4 1392.95 1.2355e4 2g, 22bac 10 302.5

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new methodology to efficiently solve

the integrated ac-dc SCOPF problem for real-world large-scale

power systems such as the Australian NEM, ensuring AC

feasible solutions. This methodology includes development

of a SCOPF model based on a decomposition scheme that
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Fig. 5. Normalized ac-dc line loadings for base and preventive solutions using
proposed SCOPF model.

Fig. 6. Normalized generator and converter loadings for base and preventive
solutions using proposed SCOPF model.

Fig. 7. ac-dc voltage magnitude for base and preventive solutions using
proposed SCOPF model.

significantly reduced the dimensionality and thus improves the

computation of the problem. Another important facet of this

SCOPF model is the contingency ranking, evaluation, and non-

dominated filtering algorithm, which further reduced the run-

Fig. 8. ac-dc line violations at base and preventive solutions in scenario 1
using proposed SCOPF model.

Fig. 9. ac-dc line violations at base and preventive solutions in scenario 2
using proposed SCOPF model.

time. Moreover, the cyclic selection of contingencies, careful

choice of slack variables, and a tailored warm start also added

to the performance as demonstrated in the case studies. This

developed ac-dc SCOPF tool is made available as an open-

source library ‘PowerModelsACDCsecurityconstrained.jl’.

The proposed ac-dc SCOPF model is validated against the

conventional TSMP model on four different test cases case5,

case24, case67, case500, and the results indicate that

with slightly higher operating costs same contingencies are

secured but in far less time. The results show that the pro-

posed model efficiently solves S-NEM2000_acdc to provide

preventive solutions in less than 5 min resembling the NEM

operating window with a large contingency set including
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Fig. 10. ac-dc line violations at base and preventive solutions in scenario 4
using proposed SCOPF model.

ac branch (lines and transformers), HVDC converter, and

generator contingencies under four different scenarios. The

scenarios include high to minimum load variation, renewable

energy zone integration, and additional reinforcements includ-

ing point-to-point and meshed HVDC thus proving the efficacy

of the model in real-time applications and planning studies.

Future work will involve accurate modeling of voltage con-

straints, generator and converter frequency and voltage droop

characteristics, frequency reserves (FCAS), droop coefficients,

and online participation factors to improve the accuracy of the

obtained solutions.
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